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Abstract

Temperature data from the Tropical Atmosphere and Ocean (TAO) array are assimilated into the Pacific basin configuration

of the Poseidon quasi-isopycnal ocean general circulation model (OGCM) using a multivariate ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF)

implemented on a massively parallel computer architecture. An assimilation algorithm whereby each processing element (PE)

solves a localized analysis problem is used. The algorithm relies on a locally supported error-covariance model to avoid the

introduction of spurious long-range covariances associated with small ensemble sizes and to facilitate its efficient parallel

implementation on a computing platform with distributed memory.

Each time data are assimilated, multivariate background-error statistics estimated from the phase-space distribution of an

ensemble of model states are used to calculate the Kalman gain matrix and the analysis increments. The resulting cross-field

covariances are used to compute temperature, salinity and current increments. The layer thicknesses are left unchanged by the

analysis. Instead, they are dynamically adjusted by the model between successive analyses.

Independent acoustic Doppler current profiler data are used to assess the performance of the temperature data assimilation.

The temperature analyses are also compared to analyses obtained with a univariate optimal interpolation (UOI) algorithm and to

a control run without temperature assimilation.

The results demonstrate that the multivariate EnKF is both practical and effective for assimilating in situ and remotely

sensed observations into a high resolution ocean model in a quasi-operational framework.

D 2003 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Background

The purpose of the NASA Seasonal-to-Interannual

Prediction Project (NSIPP) is to further the utilization

of in situ and satellite observations for prediction of

short-term climate phenomena. NSIPP undertakes

routine forecasts in a research framework with global

coupled ocean–atmosphere–land models. The initial
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implementation has used a univariate1 optimal inter-

polation (univariate OI: UOI, e.g., Daley, 1991) anal-

ysis scheme to assimilate temperature data into the

Poseidon quasi-isopycnal ocean general circulation

model (OGCM, Schopf and Loughe, 1995; Konchady

et al., 1998; Yang et al., 1999). Like several other

ocean data assimilation systems currently in use at

other institutions (e.g., Ji and Leetmaa, 1997), the

UOI system is based on the assumption that the

forecast-error covariances are approximately Gaussian

and that the covariances between the temperature-field

errors and the salinity-field and current-field errors are

negligible.

In addition to the neglect of cross-field covarian-

ces, a serious limitation of the UOI is the fact that it

does not use any statistical information about the

expected inhomogeneous distribution of model errors.

Another limitation is that it is based on a steady state

error-covariance model that gives the same weight to

a unit innovation regardless of how accurate the

ocean-state estimate has become as a result of pre-

vious analyses. The last-mentioned limitation is par-

tially a result of the failure to provide time-dependent

estimates of the model errors.

A multivariate OI (MvOI, Borovikov and Rie-

necker, 2002) data assimilation system has been

implemented in response to the first two limitations.

Like the UOI, the MvOI relies on a steady state error-

covariance model. However, it takes into account that

the model errors may be inhomogeneously distributed

and uses multivariate cross-field covariances to update

the model state variables when either direct measure-

ments of a prognostic variable or indirect measure-

ments of a diagnostic quantity such as sea surface

height (SSH) are assimilated. To simultaneously

address all three aforementioned limitations, a multi-

variate ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) has been

developed and implemented on a massively parallel

CRAY T3E architecture. According to an algorithm

originally proposed by Evensen (1994) and since then

implemented for atmospheric and ocean models of

varying complexity in a number of different studies

(see Keppenne and Rienecker, hereafter KR02, for a

historical perspective of ensemble Kalman filtering as

it pertains to climate modeling applications), the

multivariate EnKF integrates an ensemble of model

trajectories and uses the statistics of the ensemble to

estimate the model errors. Unlike the UOI and MvOI,

the EnKF accounts for the fact that past measurements

may already have been assimilated, resulting in more

accurate background-error covariances and so in a

more accurate state estimate, and adjusts the structure

and amplitude of the gain functions accordingly.

The multivariate EnKF implementation for the

Poseidon model is discussed in detail in a NASA

Technical Memorandum (Keppenne and Rienecker,

2001, hereafter KR01). The parallel algorithms are

tested in KR02.

In the present article, the impact on the simulated

equatorial temperature field and on the model currents

of using the multivariate EnKF to assimilate temper-

ature data from the Tropical Atmosphere and Ocean

(TAO, McPhaden et al., 1998) array is examined by

comparison to NOAA/Pacific Marine Environment

Laboratory (PMEL) analyses and to acoustic Doppler

current profiler (ADCP) data available at four TAO

moorings along the Equator. A model run without

assimilation and one in which the data are assimilated

using the UOI serve as references.

The remainder of this paper is organized as

follows. Section 2 contains an overview of the model

and methods that are described in depth in KR01.

Section 3 discusses the TAO-temperature assimila-

tion experiment, while Section 4 contains the con-

clusion.

2. Model and methods

2.1. The Poseidon parallel ocean model

The Poseidon model (Schopf and Loughe, 1995) is

a finite-difference reduced-gravity ocean model which

uses a generalized vertical coordinate designed to

represent a turbulent, well-mixed surface layer and

nearly isopycnal deeper layers. Poseidon has been

documented and validated in hindcast studies of El

Niño (Schopf and Loughe, 1995) and has since been

updated to include prognostic salinity (e.g., Yang et

1 The term univariate is used throughout this paper to refer to

covariances of two quantities from a same physical field (e.g., to the

covariance of a temperature observation with the model temperature

field). The multivariate qualifier is used to denote covariances of

two quantities pertaining to distinct physical fields (e.g., to the

covariance of a temperature measurement with the model salinity or

currents).
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al., 1999). More recently, the model has been used in a

numerical study of the surface heat balance along the

equator (Borovikov et al., 2001) and in an examina-

tion of tropical–subtropical exchanges (Coles and

Rienecker, 2002).

Explicit detail of the model, its vertical coordinate

representation and its discretization are provided in

Schopf and Loughe (1995). The prognostic variables

are layer thickness, h(k, #, n, t), temperature, T(k, #,
n, t), salinity, S(k, #, n, t), and the zonal and meri-

dional current components, u(k, #, n, t) and v(k, #, n,
t), where k is longitude, # latitude, t time and n is a

generalized vertical coordinate. Entrainment between

layers is calculated so as to keep interface buoyancies

at or near their target values. Both maximum and

minimum thickness constraints limit entrainment so

that in certain areas the model is only approximately

isopycnal. See Schopf and Loughe (1995) for details.

A 20-layer Pacific basin version of the parallel

model with uniform 1j zonal resolution is used here.

The meridional resolution varies between 1/3j at the

Equator and 1j in the extratropics. This version of

Poseidon has been parallelized as in Konchady et al.

(1998) using the same message-passing protocol and

2D horizontal domain decomposition used by Schaffer

and Suarez (2000) for the NSIPP-1 atmospheric gen-

eral circulation model.

A solid boundary is imposed at 45jS. There, a no-
slip condition is used for the currents and a no-flux

condition is used for mass, heat and salt. Although

free-slip would be a more realistic condition at the

southern boundary, the no-slip condition does not

raise performance issues over the short-duration

experiments discussed herein.

There are 173� 164� 20 grid boxes, of which

28% are situated over land, resulting in a total of

2.0422� 106 individual prognostic variables. Al-

though standalone copies of the model can be run

usefully on as few as 16 CRAY T3E processors

(hereafter referred to as processing elements, PEs),

256 PEs are used in the EnKF ensemble integrations.

For a detailed description of the model configuration

used in this study, the reader is referred to KR01.

2.2. The multivariate ensemble Kalman filter

The complete description of the multvariate EnKF

implementation can be found in KR01 (see KR02 for

a more succinct, less technical description). This

section gives an overview of the procedure. In addi-

tion, Appendix A contains a summary of the steps

involved in the parallel analysis algorithm.

2.2.1. Conversion from isopycnals to levels

To maintain compatibility with the UOI, which

interpolates model fields vertically to a series of pre-

specified depths (levels) prior to each analysis, needed

elements of Pf, the background-error covariance

matrix, are calculated on levels rather than on layers.

Therefore, the T, S, u and v fields are transformed

from isopycnals to levels and the analysis increments

are calculated on the levels before being mapped back

to the isopycnals. Sixteen levels are used.

The above scheme results in only T, S, u and v

being updated. The h field is left unchanged by the

assimilation. The procedure allows the model to

dynamically recalculate h according to the entrain-

ment calculated from the new buoyancy distribution

and the target interface buoyancies, as it does at every

time step.

2.2.2. Ensemble size

With the multivariate EnKF, PE memory imposes

constraints on both the domain decomposition and the

ensemble size. The 256 PEs used in this study impose

a limit of about 40 ensemble members on the current

platform (CRAY T3E-600 with 128MB local RAM

per PE). Encouraging results have been obtained with

comparably sized ensembles by Mitchell and Houte-

kamer (2000) with a three-level QG model and by

Keppenne (2000) with a two-layer shallow water

model.

It is certain that 40 ensemble members do not

suffice to reach an asymptotic state. Indeed, twin

experiments with the multivariate EnKF have taught

us that even though decent state estimation is possible

for the Equatorial Pacific with 20 or so ensemble

members, the accuracy of the error-covariance esti-

mates improves in proportion to the square root of the

ensemble size. Furthermore, the same twin experi-

ments (as well as other experiments involving the

assimilation of TAO temperature observations and

altimeter measurements from TOPEX/Poseidon) have

shown that underestimation of the error-covariance

amplitude is the main problem associated with the

small ensembles sizes. The spatial structure of the
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covariance functions is generally as accurately pre-

dicted by the EnKF as that of the model prognostic

variables.

In this application, the ensemble size is dictated by

the computational resources and the complexity of the

OGCM makes it impossible to determine how many

ensemble members are required for the error-cova-

riance estimates to converge. Nevertheless, the main

issue influencing our decision whether to use the

multivariate EnKF operationally at NSIPP is whether

the resulting seasonal forecasts will be more accurate

than those obtained when the UOI, rather than the

EnKF, is used for the purpose of ocean-model initial-

ization. In this respect, the results of the following

sections indicate that 40 ensemble members suffice to

outperform the UOI (also see KR02).

2.2.3. Compactly supported error-covariance model

The small ensemble size introduces spurious long-

range correlations that must be filtered when the

elements of Pf are computed. Following Houtekamer

and Mitchell (2001) and a suggestion by Gaspari and

Cohn (1999), this filtering is achieved through a

Hadamard product ðAOB ¼deffAObgij ¼ AijBijÞ of

Pf with a local compactly supported correlation func-

tion. This function is defined by (4.10) of Gaspari and

Cohn (1999). The correlation scales used in the

temperature-assimilation experiment of Section 3 are

the same as in KR02: lk = 30j, l# = 15j and lz = 500 m.

The imposition of compact support results in each

PE solving a different PE-local analysis problem.

This, in turn, results in a more efficient parallel

analysis algorithm (KR01).

2.2.4. Multivariate algorithm

Consider xk=[Tk, Sk, uk, vk] as an element of the

state vector, with 1V kV nx. Here, nx= nkn#nz, where

nk, n# and nz stand for the number of grid boxes in the

zonal, meridional and vertical directions, respectively.

Then, the EnKF analysis equations can summarily be

written as (see KR01 for their derivation)

fCgpq ¼ cpq ¼ CðrpqÞ; 1VpVnd; 1VqVnd; ð1aÞ

½COLLT þW	bi ¼ d 
 lðxf
i Þ þ ei; 1ViVm;

ð1bÞ

fFgkp ¼ ff kgp ¼ fkp ¼ CðrkpÞ; 1VkVnx; 1VpVnd;

ð1cÞ

gik ¼ LTbiOf k ; 1ViVm; 1VkVnx; ð1dÞ

xaik ¼ xfik þ ðxk 
 x̄kÞOgik ; 1ViVm; 1VkVnx: ð1eÞ

In the equations above, uppercase boldface sym-

bols represent matrices, lowercase boldface symbols

represent vectors and lowercase regular symbols

denote scalar variables. The vector, d contains nd
observations, xi is the ith ensemble state vector of

length nx and m is the ensemble size. The superscripts

a and f refer to the analyzed state and the forecast,

respectively, and x̄ is the ensemble mean. The meas-

urement operator, l(x), relates the state vector to the

observations.

Following Burgers et al. (1998), ei is a white

perturbation term included to avoid the systematic

error underestimation that occurs when the same

realization of the observation vector is used in updat-

ing each ensemble member. The introduction of this

term in Eq. (1b) is required to obtain for each

ensemble member an update equation identical to that

of the original Kalman filter (see Burgers et al., 1998

for more details).

Matrix W is the observation-error covariance

matrix. The representer matrix, R =LLT, maps the

background-error covariance matrix, Pf, to the error

subspace of the measurements. Matrix C is a correla-

tion matrix, rpq is the distance separating the pth and

qth observations and C(r) is the canonical correlation

function mentioned under Section 2.2.3 (4.10 of

Gaspari and Cohn, 1999). The elements of bi are the

representer-function amplitudes used to update xi.

Vector fk contains idealized correlations between the

coordinates of the kth grid box and those of every

observation processed on the current PE [i.e., fk=(C1k,

C2k,. . ., Cnd k
), where Cik =C(rik), rik being the dis-

tance from grid box k to the location of the ith

observation]. Vector gik contains weights used to

update the prognostic variables in the kth grid box

corresponding to the ith ensemble member, xik.
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2.2.5. System noise representation

Let the evolution of the true state of the climate

system, x̊(t), be represented by

Bx̊

Bt
¼ Fðx̊; tÞ þ eðtÞ; ð2Þ

where F represents the model hydrodynamics, physics

and forcing, and e combines the model errors and

forcing errors, and is commonly known as system

noise or process noise.

In practice, the statistics of e are generally un-

known and the system noise is the object of pa-

rameterization. Motivated by the current lack of

information about the model-error statistics, the sys-

tem-noise model used in this study attempts solely to

account for errors in the surface wind stress and heat

flux forcing.

Because of the focus on seasonal-to-interannual

(SI) variability, the forcing errors are modeled on SI

time scales, with each ensemble member being forced

by adding a monthly mean perturbation of the

monthly mean basic state to analyzed winds from

the Spectral Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I: Atlas

et al., 1996). The perturbations are obtained by

integrating an ensemble of atmospheric models over

observed sea surface temperature data (Reynolds and

Smith, 1994), but starting each atmospheric integra-

tion at a different time. Each member of the atmos-

pheric ensemble used to force the ocean ensemble has

the same SI phase, while the spread of the atmos-

pheric ensemble is meant to be representative of the

forcing errors (KR01).

3. TAO-temperature data assimilation

3.1. Experimental setup

In this experiment, a 40-member EnKF is run for 3

months starting January 1, 1993. Daily averaged TAO

temperature data are assimilated every 5 days by

forming a time-weighted average of observations

within a 5-day window centered at the time of the

analysis. The temporal weights use a 20-day decay

time. The central forecast, xc, defined as the ensemble

member closest to x̄ in terms of Euclidian distance in

phase space after normalizing T, S, u and v by their

standard deviations, serves to estimate the true ocean

state. The root-mean square deviation from x̄ of the

individual ensemble members, rx ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
diagðPf Þ

q
,

serves to estimate the forecast-error standard devia-

tion.

Although there is no theoretical justification for

estimating the true ocean state with xc, this choice is

made here because, unlike x̄, xc is a realizable

physical state. This estimator choice also facilitates

comparisons with non-ensemble runs.

The initial state of each ensemble member is

obtained from a different model integration spanning

10 years and without assimilation. Atmospheric per-

turbations are added to the same basic monthly mean

forcing used for each integration. For reference, a

control run without assimilation is run for 3 months

forced with the unperturbed SSM/I-wind data used for

the EnKF. A third run in which the TAO data are

assimilated with the UOI mentioned in Section 1 is

started from the same initial condition as the no-

assimilation control run and uses the same forcing.

The states from the control and UOI runs are referred

to as xco and xoi, respectively.

After the 3-month period with temperature assim-

ilation, three 12-month hindcasts forced with climato-

logical data are initialized from xco, xoi and xc on

March 31, 1993. The experimental setup is summar-

ized in Fig. 1.

While observed wind forcing is used in the period

with temperature assimilation, climatological winds

are used in the no-assimilation hindcasts to simulate a

forecast scenario. In the absence of a dynamic coupler

for the Pacific-basin and atmospheric models, the

climatologically forced hindcasts are proxies for

coupled-model forecasts made with the global ver-

sions of the NSIPP ocean and atmospheric models.

The goal is to gain insight into how using the multi-

variate EnKF to assimilate the TAO-temperature data

into the global version of Poseidon will impact the

skill of the coupled SI forecasts.

During the 3 months with temperature assimilation,

the equatorial temperature fields from xco, xoi and xc
are compared to PMEL objective analyses. Also, the

zonal currents at four TAO moorings equipped with

ADCPs are compared to the current observations.

Observed temperature anomalies from TAO are used

to validate the temperature hindcasts obtained with the

12-month runs without assimilation.
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3.2. Error estimates

An important aspect of the Kalman filter is that it

estimates not only the state of a dynamical system, but

also the uncertainty associated with the state estimates

(Gelb, 1974; Daley, 1991; Ghil and Malanotte-Riz-

zoli, 1991). With the EnKF, the elements of Pf

required in the analysis are estimated from the ensem-

ble distribution. Four snapshots through the evolution

of the equatorial-temperature-field portion of rx,

defined above as the square root of the main diagonal

of Pf, are shown in Fig. 2. The first snapshot is taken

just before the first analysis on January 5, 1993. The

subsequent snapshots correspond to the 30th, 60th and

90th days of the experiment (January 30, March 1 and

March 31, 1993).

Note how the level of uncertainty associated with

the depth of the thermocline layer changes in the first

month. Thereafter, rx changes little for the equatorial

temperature except in the warm-pool area of the

Western Pacific. In that area, the estimated error goes

down during the first month but increases between the

30th and 90th days although it remains below its

initial level. Averaged over the entire equatorial sec-

tion, the estimated temperature-field error after 60

days is about 23% of the corresponding initial error

estimate. The effect of the assimilation on the actual

(vs. estimated) equatorial-temperature-field errors is

examined in Section 3.4.

3.3. Kalman gain vectors

Temperature analysis increments due solely to a

+ 1 jC sea-surface temperature (SST) innovation at

180jW, 0jN are shown in the vertical sections of

Fig. 3. This contribution is called marginal gain in

this discussion because it measures the impact of

processing a single measurement without reference

to other data that are being assimilated at the same

time.

The upper two panels show zonal and meridional

sections through the marginal gain for the UOI. There,

the marginal gain remains the same regardless how

much data have been processed in previous analyses.

Fig. 1. Pictorial representation of the experimental setup. The vertical dimension symbolizes phase space, the horizontal dimension time. The

shaded area symbolizes the ensemble spread which is reduced with time to illustrate the fact that, as mentioned in Section 2, the system-noise

model used in this study only attempts to represent forcing errors. For clarity, only the ensemble central forecast, xc, is shown during the

initialization and assimilation phases. The label ‘‘comparison of T to PMEL’’ refers to the NOAA/PMEL analysis of the TAO-mooring data.
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Fig. 2. Estimated temperature-field background-error along the equator. From top to bottom: prior to the first analysis, after 30 days, after 60

days and after 90 days.
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Fig. 3. Contribution of a +1 jC innovation at 180jW, 0jN to the temperature-field part of the analysis increments (marginal temperature gain in

the text). Zonal sections (left) and meridional sections (right) are shown. From top to bottom: UOI, multivariate EnKF prior to first analysis,

EnKF after 30 days and EnKF after 90 days.
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The bottom six panels correspond to the multi-

variate EnKF. In this case, the marginal gain attrib-

utable to a unit innovation changes during the

experiment. First, its amplitude is reduced to less

than 20% of the initial amplitude after 30 days, as

the filter weighs the model more and the observa-

tions less, after the model has presumably become

more accurate following the assimilation of earlier

measurements. This is consistent with the error

estimates shown in Fig. 2, where rx is initially about

1 jC at the measurement location but drops to about

0.2 jC after 30 days. After 90 days, the marginal

gain corresponding to this innovation has about the

same amplitude as after 1 month. The correlation

structure also resembles the corresponding structure

1 month into the experiment, but there are subtle

changes. Whether Pf may eventually reach an

asymptotic steady state when the observation distri-

bution is quasi-steady is still an open question. At

this point, the EnKF has not been run for sufficiently

long periods to answer it.

The marginal gain for salinity corresponding to the

same unit SST innovation is shown in Fig. 4. The six

panels correspond to the bottom six panels of Fig. 3.

They exemplify how the cross-field elements of Pf are

used to update model variables that are different from

those being assimilated. Since the UOI only updates

temperature, there are no panels in Fig. 4 to corre-

spond to the upper two panels of Fig. 3.

The dipole structure seen in the marginal temper-

ature gain (surface: +, subsurface: 
 ) is inverted in

the marginal salinity gain. This inversion is consistent

with intuition as, everything else being constant,

increasing the water temperature and increasing its

salt content have density-compensating effects on

buoyancy. As in the case of the marginal temperature

gain, the final amplitude of the marginal salinity gain

is much less than the initial amplitude, reflecting the

Fig. 4. Same as the bottom six panels of Fig. 3 for the marginal salt gain.
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fact that the corresponding elements of rx have

decreased accordingly.

Because 40 ensemble members are used, the sig-

nificance of the small-scale features in Figs. 3 and 4

is doubtful. In fact, the measurement operator, l(x),

includes successive applications of an infinite impulse

response pre-filter to remove such small-scale fea-

tures. In view of the short duration of the experiment,

a single pass of the filter is used here. Three or four

passes have been used in most other experiments with

the EnKF, resulting in significantly smoother (but

also smaller) background covariances than those

leading to the marginal gains of Figs. 3 and 4.

The pre-filter is discussed in detail in KR01. In

short, it serves to damp spurious short-scale noise

resulting from using small ensembles. In this respect,

its role is analogous to that of the Hadamard product

in 1b. While the latter is used to filter spurious

ensemble-size-dependent, long-range covariances,

the pre-filter achieves similar results on short spatial

scales.

3.4. Equatorial temperature field

The monthly mean NOAA/PMEL objective anal-

ysis of the equatorial-temperature field, Teq, is shown

in Fig. 5 for March 1993. The field shown there is a

meridional average over the TAO moorings between

2jN and 2jS and is bilinearly interpolated in the (z, k)
plane (details available on the PMEL website at http://

www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/). Fig. 6 shows simulated

monthly mean Teq fields for the same month averaged

over the model grid cells at 1/3jN and 1/3jS. The
three panels correspond to the control run (top), the

UOI run (middle) and the EnKF central forecast, xc
(bottom). The same contours and color scale are used

in Figs. 5 and 6. [It would have been preferable to

calculate the model Teq field by averaging the simu-

lated temperature field over the same range of lati-

tudes used in the PMEL analyses. The reason a

different range is used in Fig. 6 is that, for reasons

of economy and efficiency, only a few vertical and

horizontal cross sections have been written to disk.

These include the meridional average over the grid

cells closest to the equator at 1/3jN and 1/3jS.]
In the control, the thermocline layer is too deep to

the west and too shallow to the east, as can be seen by

examining T20, the depth of the 20 jC isotherm. The

control run is also too warm near the surface in the

warm-pool area, as is revealed by examination of T28,

the 28 jC isotherm depth. Overall, the UOI run is

closer to the PMEL objective analysis than the control

in terms of T20. However, in this run the onset of an

instability is apparent in the high-zonal-wavenumber

Fig. 5. NOAA/PMEL monthly mean objective analysis of TAO temperature data between 2jN and 2jS for March 1993. From PMEL website

(http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/).
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oscillations seen in the isotherms. This feature be-

comes noticeable after about a month of using the

UOI to assimilate the TAO data. It is presumably a

consequence of updating T while leaving S, u and v

unchanged (Troccoli et al., 2002), since it is absent

from the control and from the EnKF run. In general,

the multivariate EnKF does a better job in keeping T,

S, u and v in balance. This, in turn, results in a Teq

that also resembles the objective analysis of Fig. 5

more than the corresponding fields from the control

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 for simulated temperature field in TAO-temperature assimilation experiment. From top to bottom: control, UOI and

multivariate EnKF. Refer to the text for detailed explanation.
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and UOI runs do. For example, T20, which is gen-

erally too deep in the control, especially to the west, is

approximately at the same depth as in the PMEL

analysis in the EnKF run. Also, to the east, T20 is

closer to the objective analysis in the EnKF run than

in the UOI run. The EnKF run also has a more

accurate T28 than either the UOI run or the control

run does.

The impact of the temperature assimilation on the

model’s hindcast skill is examined by continuing the

integrations, now without assimilation, and validating

against TAO-mooring observations between 2jN and

2jS. Time series of the mean, ȳ, and standard devia-

tion, ry, of the difference, y, between the TAO-temper-

ature observations and the corresponding model

hindcasts are shown in Fig. 7. To form the time series,

the innovations, d
 l(x f ) in Eq. (1b), are calculated in

the same manner as during the period with assimila-

tion, but the corresponding data are not assimilated.

The TAO data are considered error-free to simplify the

discussion.

Clearly, an important benefit of the temperature

assimilation is that it corrects the forecast-model bias,

resulting in ȳ being initially nearer to zero in the EnKF

and UOI runs than in the control (see KR02). There-

after, the control’s Teq remains generally too warm,

with mean differences larger that 0.5 jC. In contrast,

the EnKF and UOI hindcast runs start with the spatial-

mean residual, i.e., the hindcast’s ȳ, close to zero.

However, as no more data are assimilated, the mean

residual becomes gradually more negative, indicating

that the model drifts towards the overly warm con-

ditions of the control. Yet, the reduction of the forecast

bias following the TAO-temperature assimilation has

a long-lasting effect. After 12 months of forcing the

model with climatological data and with no further

assimilation, ȳ is still closer to zero in the EnKF and

UOI runs than in the control. Also, in this experiment,

Fig. 7. Time series of (top) Mean, ȳ, and (bottom) standard deviation, ry, of observations minus forecast residual between 2jN and 2jS during

climatologically forced hindcasts without assimilation. The diamonds, circles and squares identify the multivariate EnKF, UOI and control,

respectively.
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ȳ is closer to zero during the hindcast when the

multivariate EnKF is used for the initial ocean anal-

ysis, rather than the UOI. Thus, for March 31, 1993,

xc is a better initial condition than xoi to predict Teq up

to a year later.

The temperature bias in the equatorial region is a

common feature of most OGCMs. It is the result of

the thermocline layer becoming too diffuse through

inadequate parameterization of diffusive and mixing

processes. Therefore, the initial effect of the temper-

ature assimilation is to tighten the thermocline along

the equator. Once this adjustment has taken place,

further improvements caused by the assimilation are

mainly the result of correcting the unbiased error

component.

While ȳ tracks the error component associated with

the spatial-mean forecast-model bias, the ry time

series shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7 can be

interpreted as a diagnostic index for the unbiased error

component. Once the hindcasts have been initialized

and no more measurements are assimilated, ry starts
growing towards the ry of the control simulation in

Fig. 8. Time–depth diagrams of the zonal-current component at (left) 170jW and (right) 140jW and along the equator during the phase of the

experiment with TAO-temperature assimilation. From top to bottom: ADCP data, control, UOI and multivariate EnKF. The horizontal–axis

thickmarks correspond to the 15th of the month indicated.
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both the EnKF and UOI runs. Presumably, ry is

associated with faster processes than ȳ, so that the

correction of the biased error component has longer-

lasting repercussions than that of the unbiased com-

ponent.

Two important features of the multivariate EnKF

are (1) the ability to update the entire model state, not

just the observed quantity, and (2) the anisotropic,

inhomogeneous, evolutive error estimation. To try to

discern the relative importance of these two features,

a univariate EnKF experiment was conducted to

correct only T and not S, u and v. A comparison of

Teq hindcasts for this experiment and the full multi-

variate EnKF shows that both are important. The

T-only EnKF outperformed the UOI. Yet, the multi-

variate EnKF was noticeably better than the uni-

variate EnKF.

In summary, the impact of processing the data with

the multivariate EnKF rather than with the UOI is

more noticeable on ȳ, the spatial-mean bias error

component, than on ry, the unbiased component.

Because it simultaneously updates T, S, u and v, the

multivariate EnKF maintains a better balance between

the model prognostic fields. The better balance results

in a longer lived forecast-bias correction, thereby

increasing the skill of the model Teq hindcasts on SI

timescales. Both methods have similar impacts on the

unbiased error component.

3.5. Equatorial zonal currents

Notwithstanding some interruptions, current-meter

data corresponding to the period spanned by the

experiment are available from four equatorial TAO

moorings at 165jE, 170jW, 140jW and 110jW. The

profilers sample u and v vertically from the surface

down to about 1000 m. The top two panels in Fig. 8

show time–depth diagrams of u at the 170jW and

140jW moorings from January 1 to March 31, 1993,

i.e., during the 3 months with temperature assimila-

Fig. 9. Time evolution of correlation with vertical profiles of ADCP-zonal-current observations at (upper left) 165jE, (upper right) 170jW,

(lower left) 140jW and (lower right) 110jW in the multivariate EnKF (diamonds), the UOI (circles) and the control (squares).
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tion. The second-row panels show the corresponding

diagrams for the control run. The third and fourth rows

correspond to the UOI and EnKF runs, respectively.

At 170jW, the undercurrent flows at a depth of

about 200 m. There, the maximum current speed

reached during January–March, 1993 is 0.81, 0.93

and 0.97 m s
 1 in the control, UOI and EnKF runs,

respectively. In the observations, u reaches a maxi-

mum of 0.98 m s
 1.

One problem seen in the UOI run, but not in the

control or in the EnKF run, is that the undercurrent at

170jW flows westward from March 15, 1993 on. As

in the previous section, improper balancing of the

model’s T and u fields resulting from only the former

being updated is the most likely cause of this unreal-

istic behavior.

At 140jW, the observed undercurrent strength at a

depth of about 120 m weakens during February 1993

and then increases in the next month. The control

completely misses this change. It is present in both the

EnKF and UOI runs, but the EnKF run resembles the

observations more closely. For example, the minimum

current speed at this depth during the first half of

February 1993 is 0.49, 0.19 and 0.37 m s
 1 in the

control, UOI and multivariate EnKF, in that order,

while it is 0.40 m s
 1 in the data.

To gain better insight into how the assimilation

impacts the model currents, Fig. 9 shows the time

series of the correlation, cu, between the simulated

vertical u profiles and the corresponding current

observations, at each ADCP-equipped mooring and

during the period with temperature assimilation. Over-

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 8 for the first 90 days of the hindcast phase of the experiment in which no data assimilation takes place.
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all, cu is the highest in the EnKF run, except at 165jE,
where it is initially higher in the UOI run, but the

multivariate EnKF, UOI and control are all poorly

correlated with the observations during the third

month. At 110jW, cu in the EnKF run is already

close to unity after the first temperature analysis. The

EnKF run and the data are also highly correlated

during the entire 90-day assimilation period at 170jW.

Fig. 10 shows time–depth diagrams similar to

those of Fig. 8, but this time for April 1, 1993–June

30, 1993, that is, for the first 90 days of the no-

assimilation hindcast runs. The zonal current at

170jW and at 140jW from the UOI run during this

period least resembles the observations. This is espe-

cially true during April 1993, after cessation of the

assimilation and initialization of the hindcasts. Evi-

dently, it takes a while for the transients associated

with the unrealistic initial states to die out and for the

forcing to reestablish the more realistic temperature

and flow structures along the equator.

At 170jW, the undercurrent in the UOI run flows

westward in the first month before reversing direction

at the beginning of May 1993. From then on, the

UOI’s undercurrent at this location matches the obser-

vations reasonably well, although the local accelera-

tion observed in mid May–mid June appears early in

this run.

At 140jW, the UOI underestimates the undercur-

rent strength during the hindcast run’s first month.

This is less problematic in the control and EnKF runs.

Yet the control’s undercurrent is overly diffuse. The

EnKF run is better than the control in this respect.

While the temperature assimilation has a positive

impact on the T-field hindcasts at lead times of up to 1

year, its impact on the u-field hindcasts in this experi-

ment becomes statistically hard to discern from the

control after 3 months. This observation is pertinent to

both the UOI and the EnKF runs and may reflect

several factors.

First, after about 3 months of not assimilating any-

thing, any imbalances between the initial T and u fields

have been compensated by the model. From then on,

the u field from the UOI run is about as good as that

from the control. Second, the Teq hindcast-skill

increase following the TAO temperature assimilation

with either the UOI or the multivariate EnKF is mostly

due to a lessening of the forecast bias. As seen in the

preceding section, the model remembers the bias cor-

rection longer than it remembers the correction to the

unbiased T-error component, ry, because the bias is

associated with slow diffusive processes. Since the

model currents are generally unbiased, the impact of

the temperature assimilation on u disappears at about

the same rate as its impact on ry.

4. Conclusion

This paper’s main objective is to ascertain whether

the multivariate EnKF can realistically be used in

place of standard OI methodologies for the purpose of

ocean initialization and as part of a coupled SI

forecasting system. With these questions in mind, in

situ TAO temperature data are processed and the

impact of their assimilation on the simulated temper-

ature and currents is examined. The results show that

the multivariate EnKF can outperform the standard

univariate OI. The better performance of the EnKF is

attributed to three factors: (1) the introduction of an

inhomogeneous, anisotropic background-error-cova-

riance model, (2) the fact that the background cova-

riances are dynamically estimated together with the

model flow and (3) the multivariate update whereby

cross-field covariances are used to calculate analysis

increments for all prognostic model variables, rather

than solely for observed ones.

One outstanding issue is the need to account for the

fact that the model errors are not unbiased. In

response, an algorithm based on Dee and Da Silva

(1998), to estimate the unbiased and biased model-

error components separately, has recently been

included in the NSIPP data assimilation system and

is currently being tested.

The presence of a forecast bias introduces addi-

tional difficulties when there are areas without obser-

vations. For example, the continuous assimilation of

the TAO temperature data without properly specifying

the model-error statistics is bound to introduce dis-

continuities or sudden changes in the forecasts away

from the equator, since the assimilation corrects the

temperature-field bias in the inner Tropics but not

elsewhere. Therefore, it is important to consider the

joint assimilation of various data types and to use

observations with global coverage if available, even

when focusing on a limited region such as the

Tropical Pacific. The multivariate EnKF is ideally
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suited for such applications because it dynamically

estimates multivariate error statistics and considers

their anisotropy in the calculation of the Kalman gain

matrix.

Although this application of the multivariate EnKF

involves an OGCM in uncoupled mode, the conclu-

sions can readily be generalized to coupled hydro-

dynamic and bio-geo-chemical models. Indeed, the

multivariate methodology based on the consideration

of cross-field background-error covariances is well

suited to update physical variables when biological

ones are observed and vice versa.
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Appendix A. The parallel assimilation algorithm

All information exchanges between PEs use mes-

sage-passing functions from the Goddard Earth Mod-

eling System (GEMS) library. The GEMS functions

provide a high-level, object-oriented interface to the

CRAY native SHMEM (shared memory) communi-

cation library (see Schaffer and Suarez, 2000).

The analysis relies principally on two GEMS

functions which are mentioned here in template form

in order to simplify the discussion. The first function,

pe_collect(), is used by the current PE to collect data

from other PEs. The second function, halo(), updates

its array argument in the halo regions of each PE (grid

cells shared by the current PE with one of its neigh-

bors on the two-dimensional PE lattice), after each PE

has modified its private elements of this array.

Seen from the point of view of one PE, the parallel

analysis involves the following steps. This overview

starts after the current PE has obtained the observa-

tions, dpr, made within its PE-private region (grid cells

not shared with any of the surrounding PEs).

� Step 1: Vertical interpolation of the T, S, u and v

fields from the model layers to the analysis levels

as explained in Section 2.2.1.
� Step 2: Calculation of the anomalies with respect to

the ensemble mean over the entire domain of the

current PE, yi
pe=[xi

f
 x̄ f]pe, 1V iVm.
� Step 3: Application of a recursive pre-filter to

remove small-scale noise from the anomalies

computed in Step 2. Each pass of the filter is

preceded by calls to pe_collect() to gather the

state-vector elements required to apply the filter

(see KR01 for details).
� Step 4: Identification of the PE-private data

required by the other PEs. For each other PE, the

current PE calculates which elements of its dpr fall

inside the boundaries of the elliptical area from

which the other PE will need to collect data.
� Step 5: Evaluation of the measurement operator.

The current PE calculates a nd
pr�m matrix, Lpr,

where nd
pr is the number of observations contained

in its PE-private region. The element at the

intersection of the ith row and jth column of Lpr

is Lij
pr = l(yi + x̄f)
 l(x̄), where l, discussed in

KR01, is an interpolation operator which maps its

argument to the location of di
pr, the ith PE-private

observation on the current PE.
� Step 6: Calculation of zpr, the innovations with

respect to the ensemble mean for the current PE’s

private region. The innovation corresponding to di
pr

is zpri ¼def dpri 
 lðx̄Þi.
� Step 7: Gathering of Llo, a nd

lo�m matrix

analogous to Lpr, but corresponding to the nd
lo

measurements, which are to be assimilated on the

current PE. The function pe_collect() is called NPE

times, where NPE is the number of PEs. Each call

results in a different PE completing the collection

of its version of Llo.
� Step 8: Collection of the innovations, zlo, required

by each PE. As for gathering Llo, pe_collect() is

called NPE times. Each PE passes to pe_collect()

the elements of its zpr innovation vector required by

the other PEs.
� Step 9: Calculation of the representer amplitudes

by solving a local equation system corresponding

to the restriction to the area containing the
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measurements processed by the current PE of the

global Eqs. (1a–e). A local representer matrix,

Rlo =Llo(Llo)T, and its Hadamard product with a

local compactly supported correlation matrix,

CloORlo, are computed. Then, local versions of

the m right hand sides of Eq. (1b) are calculated as

zi
lo =Li

lo + ei
lo,1V iVm,whereLi

lo is the ithcolumnof

of Llo. Finally, the local equivalent of Eq. (1b) is

solved m times, yielding the bi vectors for the

current PE.
� Step 10: Computation of the portions of the

analysis increments corresponding to each PE-

private grid box. A local version of Eqs. (1c–e) is

used. Then, calls to halo() are used to fill the

elements of xa
 xf in the current PE’s halo regions.
� Step 11: Transformation of the T, S, u and v in-

crements from the analysis levels to averages on the

model layers. This step is the reciprocal of Step 1.
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